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Abstract 
 
In the article the principles of construction of effective decision-making 

strategy in computer intelligent systems are considered. Proposed strategy of 
making decision is based on the criterion of efficiency, which takes into account 
both the quality of work of decision-making system and  object of control. It is 
realized as a decision tree, in which at every step the subset of decisions, 
maximally reducing on the attained step entropy about the state of object and 
system, gets out from a priori alphabet, and also increases the adoption rate of the 
target solution. It allows to increase the decision-making rate on average and also 
to use a modular approach to software designing wia connecting of the additional 
modules in case of making decision  complexity increasing.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The task of the development of generalized strategy for making decision 

and control systems in the non-trivial setting must be ajusted both with the control 
object performance and with the condition of achievement of the given rate of  
these systems work quality. Today we know a lot of works devoted to solving this 
problem separately for own making decision systems (eg, recognition and 
identification of images) [1,2,3], and for control systems [4,5,6]. Complete 
formalization of this task, in general, is currently unknown. Formalizing of the 
procedure of an effective decision-making strategy development is possible only 
in that case, if a priori alphabet of the possible states of the guided object was  
preliminary chosen by informal methods, and also the criteria for evaluating of the 
decision-making system efficiency was chosen. Then a formal statement of the 
problem of optimal decision strategy development can be formulated as the 
problem of the decision tree finding,   which is optimal due to general system 
criterion. The described approach is demonstrated on the example of speech 
recognition, although this does not preclude its application to recognition systems 
of graphic images such as text characters or other intellectual systems that 
implement the functions of decision-making in a variety tasks of control. 

 
 

CHOICE OF CRITERION FOR    EVALUATING THE PERFORMANSE  
OF  SYSTEMS OF MAKING DECISION AND CONTROL 

 
 
In this paper  as a general system criterion the generalized functional-

statistical criterion [4] is used, which is modified appropriately to a specific 
controlled object (system) by proper choice of potential and real systems [7], [8]:     
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dΕ - quality of operation of the controlled object functioning, given in a 
technical  specification;  ,r pΙ Ι - quantity of the information that gets real and 

potential systems, respectively; pCrC , - cost of real and potential system 
accordingly. 

For the model of the potential making decision system is chosen the 
system that maximizes speed of object operation and will minimize his cost, 
because it uses the most effective system of parameters of the object state and 
optimal methods of their representation, and also optimal making decision 
procedures. Amount of the information that gets potential decision-making system 
is: 

               ),/()( ∗−= WWНWНІ ППП                                     (4) 
 
where  −)(WНП  entropy of the guided object state before decision was 

made, that is  related to a priori probability of any state by  the following 
expression [8]:  
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The a priory probability  )( iwP  is determined either in statistical ways or 
from the assumption of equal probability of the states, then 
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where W  - the number of the states of the control system;  

)/( ∗Η WWp - entropy of the state after his determination: 
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Values of )/( ji wwp characterize the closeness of the states can be 
determined experimentally for different noise levels as a result of their 
identication by the potential system  [8,9]. 

On the stage of designing as cost rC  the value connected by proportional 
dependence with complexity of the making-decision procedure is used: 

                      
                    ΚΧ += CCrC                                                             (8) 
 
where  ΧC  - the calculation complexity of  the parametric description of 

controlled object;  ΚC - the calculation complexity of the decision. 
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Criterion (1) satisfies all the requirements put forward to the quality of 

systems. 
 

 

DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE EFFECTIVE   STRATEGY  OF  DECISION 

MAKING 

 

The formal statement of the task of optimal recognition strategy 
development can be submitted in the following way: 

 

              arg max ( ) ,
{ , , , }Gopt Gi

Gi G d d d

S u K S
S S W r E

=
∈

% %
% %

              (9) 

 
where GiS~ - one of the making-decision strategies from the set GS~  of ones, 

which is complete concerning available information;  ddd ErW ,, - restriction, 
putting by decision making task: set of object states, level of noise and rate of 
performance accordingly. 

 
The complexity of the decision of  optimization problem formulated as ( 9 ) 

means that the computing complexity rC  of efficiency criterion ( 2 ) is the 
function of two variable - computing expenses of classifier  kC  and expenses of 
features description calculation xC . The decomposition of these variables in 
criterion can be carried out by representation of decision making strategy as step-
by-step procedure of classification. Using a series-parallel strategy in the form of 
decision trees in the optimization procedure for building an effective decision 
making strategy does not preclude a generalized approach, as commonly used 
algorithms for parallel decision in n-dimensional parameter space can be 
represented as a decision tree, which have a root node, and all other nodes - 
terminal. Number of branches of the tree (classification step) equals the number of 
terminal nodes (states are identificated). 

 
 To search principles of procedure designing for serch of optimum decision 

tree it is necessery  to define its properties. Let us explain the terms used in this 
paper by taking the decision tree shown in Fig. 1 as an example. 
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2---21       2

1Ω       ---------22      2
2
2Ω w=  ----------31          3

2
3 w=Ω    -----32      Ω4

2=w4            
                                                                                                                                
              g211    g212                    g213                                                                               
                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                  
3--211    Ω1

3=w5   ----------212       Ω2
3=w6  --------213        Ω3
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                            Fig.1. Example of a decision tree 

 
 

The represented tree ),( GTr Ω= contains set of nodes }{ h
iΩ=Ω  ( subsets 

of states into which set of object states is devide on given level of a  tree), and set 
of  branches }{ kjgG = , where h - a level of  the tree, i - number of a  node at 

level  h ,  k- index of the predecessor nodes for  j -th    descendant. The index k is 
formed via recursive concatenation of indexes of all nodes-predecessors in order 
to be able to uniquely identify all the way of decisions prior to selecting a final 
alternative, depicted terminal symbol of the tree.  

For example, to select an alternative state 5w , which is depicted as 
terminal nodes with the index 211 it is need to accept the decisions on 
classification in nodes with indexes 0, 2, 21. The tree of classification in a Fig.1 
contains seven terminal nodes 721 ,....,, www  which indexes is 1, 22, 31, 32, 211, 
212, 213 accordingly, three internal nodes 2

1
1
3

1
2 ,, ΩΩΩ  with indexes  2, 3, and 21 

accordingly, and one root node with index 0. The root node corresponds to the full 
set of states of the controlled object.  

As the complexity rC of decision-making systems are additive sum of the 
complexities iC of each of the hierarchical levels of classification, and quantity of  
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the information Ir is nondecreasing function of the probability of correct 
identification, the optimal strategy is the composition of decision-making 

algorithms that maximize the ratio 
i

i

C
Ι

at each level. The composition  of 

algorithms in optimal strategy must meet the sequence of decisions in the tree 
classifier, and the parametric description for each level must be chosen from the 
condition of its minimum complexity: 
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where  )(~ WI    - parametric description of an object; )( i

li xC  - 
computational complexity of the of l -th parameter, used to describe the elements 
of i -th level; ))(~( h

h SIA - algorithm of preliminary classification of states into 

groups; ))(~ hSI - parametric description of states of the alphabet hS , that are 
identified at this level of hierarchy. 

Let us accept the following designation for some tree of classification: 
AC -number of various tree banches, which is proportional to time of classification 

and can numerically reprezent computing complexity of classifier; 
},....,...,{ 21 Mi wwww=Ω - set of states (vocabulary); At - average time of 

classification  of statess by the decisin tree; )( iwP - a priori probability of the 
state iw .Besides, let's set some code tree, that is isomorphic to the decision tree 

rT . Thus the number of hanging vertices iη of code tree is equal to number of of 
states that are identified M; the quantity of its edges cm  is equal to quantity of the 
tree brances, Ac Cm = ; average length of the code tree l corresponds average time 
of decision At , and the probabilities ηP  of hanging vertices of a code tree are 
equal to a priori probabilities  )( iwP  of terminal nodes of the decision tree, which 
have identical indexes with hanging tops of the code tree. 

For some internal tree node h
iΩ  which has K  states that are identified  

which has m descendant nodes  the condion of entropy additivity is kept:  
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where in - number of sons of i-th descedant node, iP - probability of this 

node, ∑
=
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m
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It is easy to prove the formula (11) if consider entropy of the  i-th 

descedant node. The probabilities jP  of its sons are equal to product iji qP ∗ , as 
the probability of complex event, which consists of to independent events. Then 
entropy, which correspond the i -th branch of terminal node , is equal 

)(log)(log)(log 2222121 ii iniiniiiiiiiiii qPqPqPqPqPqPH ∗+⋅⋅⋅+∗+∗= = 

∑ ∑
= =

∗+=∗+∗
i in
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j
ijiijii qHPPHqqPqPP

1
2

1
2 )()(loglog . 

Taking into account, that terminal node has m  descedant nodes and 
adding the entropy on each i -th node, it is possible to receive (11). 

On this  ratio we can derive  the following theorem : 
Theorem 1.1. If at any level  of decision tree the following conditions are 

truth 
                =ΩΩ h

j
h
i I ∅, ji ≠∀    і 

                   ∑
=
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0
)(

2
)()( log                                 (12) 

for each internal node of the h -th  level, the average time At   of a 
unknown pattern classification from root node to  terminal satisfies to the 
following ratio 

                    0/ HHt wA ≤  .                                 
(13) 

In (12) and (13) the following denots are accepted:  0H - some treshold 
value for a node of the decision tree;    )(h

iP -  the probability, which corresponds 

with node h
iΩ , ∑

Ω⊂

=
h
ij

j
h

i PP ;  ∑
=

∗−=
M

i
iiw wPwPH

1
2 )(log)(  - the entropy of the 

set of the object states; )( iwP - the a priori probability  of a state iw ; hm - number 
of branches in a node h

iΩ  at a level  h .  
The theorem 1 proved by mathematical induction, taking into account that 

each internal node of the tree itself with its descendants are decision tree (subtree). 
The decision of a problem of the appropriate choice  of a branching  factor allows 
appreciably to restrict the circle of search in the optimization  procedure  of the 
optimal  decisions tree construction. Let's assume, that average height of terminal 
nodes is equal h  , and average factor of a branching  is rB  . Then number of 
various ways  M from a root of a tree to the terminal nodes 

                     h
rBM = , 

whence 
                      hh

r MB =                                                   (14) 
From expression (14) it is possible to define, that the quantity 0H  in (13) 

is approximately equal 
  )(log20 rBH ≈ . 
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As the number of branches, which coming out from some internal node, is 

equal approximately rB , from (13) it is possible to write down, that average time 
of identification of an unknown state is given by 

                     
r

wh
rA B

H
Bt

2log
∗= .                                  (15) 

The expression (15) shows, that  At is minimal at ...7182.2=rB  
Theorem 1.2. If the error decision he at each tree node at a level h  

satisfies to a condition  
 0eeh ≤  , 
where 0e  - the error bound produced at each node,  the total error in the 

decision tree will be determined by the expression 

                    
0

0 H
H

eE w
d ∗=    .                                    (16)                  

The proof: the top bound of the error  in a tree is determined as 
                       AteE ∗= 00 , 

Whence, from (13), we have  
0

00 H
H

eEE w
d ∗=≤ , as it was necessary to 

show. As 
                      rw BHMH 202 log  а   ,log =≈ ,   hence 
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2

2
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log
∗≤ .                                  (17) 

 The joint minimization of  the decision making error (17) and time of its 
adopting  (15) 
gives borders of the branch factor  rB , that is chosen during the construction of 
optimal decision trees: 

                         52 ≤≤ rB  .                                            (18) 
Thus, the established properties  of the decision tree allow to restrict a 

range of search at the designing of the optimization problem (10). 
 
 
IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE FOR FINDING OF THE    
OPTIMAL STRATEGY FOR DECISION MAKING 
 
The solving of a problem   of effective decision-making strategy  

construction as a  tree  classifier can be carried out with the help of optimization 
procedure " of controlled search forward with prunning " [9]. In this procedure the 
criterion (2) supervises over search of such structure of a  the decisions tree 
among all possible, in which on each step of search such configuration of nodes  

h
iΩ  gets out,  which has the greatest quantity of criterion. For given node h

iΩ  of a 
tree the procedure of search is carried out as following  sequence of steps: 
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1- On the basis of the chosen feature Xxh ∈  one of possible splittings 

Π∈hπ  of the node h
iΩ  on a subset of descedent nodes { }, 1,j j mΩ =  is 

fullfiled. Feature hx  is selected   owing to "discrimination  matrix " so that 
branching factor  lays in borders determined in (18). 

2 - The quantity of criterion (2) for the received configuration of unit is 
calculated. 

3 - Repeating items 1 and 2, build other possible splittings and for them 
calculate quantity of criterion. 

4 -Determine a configuration, for which the criterion has the maximal 
quantity, and by that determine an optimum set of features for given unit of a tree 
and optimum step of algorithm of classification. 

For a " discrimination matrix " use the table of pair  distinguishability of 
patterns iw  and jw  for all features of the a priori feature alphabet on the basis of 
chosen distance ijd . Fig. 2 represents some results of the described procedure 
realization. They show, that the number of the candidates on making decision 
decreases at first steps of classification approximately in two-three times by usage  
specified context- and speaker independant features. 
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fig.2 : max , min and mean size of words classes : number of pause ( 1,2,3)  

            and number of content (4,5,6). 
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CONCLUSION 
   
 
The developed consecutive-parallel strategy  allows to increase accuracy 

and speed of decision making recognition, and also to use a hierarchical modular 
principle of software designing  for recognition tasks of various complexity. The 
offered procedure of optimal decision-making  strategy developing   also allows 
you to plan a sequence of steps in a decision in time for case of insufficient initial 
information, followed by its accumulation. 
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